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The papers, “Model Stability and the Subprime Mortgage Crisis,” by X. An, Y. Deng,
E. Rosenblatt and V.W. Yao and “Pricing Inefficiencies in Private Real Estate Markets
Using Total Return Swaps,” by C. Lizieri, G. Marcato, P. Ogden and A. Baum were
scheduled to be part of the special issue. Instead, the papers were published in
Volume 45, Number 3, 2012, pages 545 and 774, respectively.
J Real Estate Finan Econ (2013) 46:207
DOI 10.1007/s11146-012-9393-9
The online version of the original article can be found at http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s11146-011-9349-5.
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